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Reluctant Boy Scout is a story about Tyler, a 12 year old who is joining the boy scouts.
We also get to know Nicholas and Christopher who are both 15 year old Eagle Scouts
and patrol leaders. Join us as these boys and their families embark on an amazing
sexual journey. This is a story about intense sexual exploration and discover
The sex in the last chapter was white hot as Michael and Olivia watched the four boys
explore each other sexually. The intensity increases as the night wears on.
I strongly recommend that you read chapters 1,2 and 3 before you read this one. You
can find them at http://mack1137.sensualwriter.com/category/reluctant-boy-scout/
As always, if you are not supposed to be reading this story…then please don’t…please practice safe sex.
This story is a total fantasy. Thanks to everyone who has taken the time to write me. Your encouragement, ideas,
fantasies and personal experiences are very much appreciated. Your thoughts and ideas are always welcome at
mack1137@gmail.com.
Please let me know what you like to read about and what turns you on. If you are curious about my background and/or
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Reluctant Boy Scout 4
As the boys clear the table after dinner, Olivia tells Michael how turned on she is by their
hot young bodies.
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Michael leans over and kisses her on the cheek and in a whisper asks which boy turns her
on the most.
They are all hot she tells him. I just think that Christopher is about the sexiest thing that I
have ever seen. His curly white blond hair and white pubes are gorgeous. His boner is to
die for.
Michael grins and tells her that they need to lasso that young colt from the herd. It is
mating season for him.
Olivia’s juices start to flood as she studies Christopher’s bubble butt and coltish legs. He
fingers begin to pleasure her and she moans thinking about taking the beautiful boy’s
boy/girl virginity.
Oh yes…must have him. Olivia moans as her fingers probe deeply.
It is as if Christopher hears their conversation. When he hears Olivia moan he turns to
her blushing. He sees the lust in her eyes. His boyhood is throbbing.
I will help the boys finish the dishes, Olivia why don’t you take Christopher to bed.
Olivia moans as she has a mini orgasm at the thought of bedding the hot 15 year old. She
sees his boyhood leaking precum as she takes him by the hand. She kisses him on the
cheek and asks him if he minds her taking his virginity.
The boy with the sculpted body from hours of gymnastics can only nod yes.
As they reach the master bedroom, Olivia drops to her knees in order to worship his
raging erection. She gently licks the precum from the tip of his glans and then with only
the lightest contact from the very tip of her tongue, Olivia traces the outline of his corona
feeling each pleasurable twitch she is causing.
Oh…baby…I need you to fuck me with that beautiful cock of yours before you explode.
Olivia tells Christopher.
Christopher has a painful need to seed. It is as if he has not had a sexual climax in a
month. He needs to fill this beautiful woman with his hot semen.
Olivia stretches out on the bed presenting her sacred place to the boy. She sees everyone
standing in the doorway waiting to watch Christopher’s deflowering. Michael is holding
Tyler against his naked body enjoying the feeling of his manhood rubbing against the
boys naked back.
Christopher falls into Olivia’s outstretched arms. They kiss passionately as she guides
his inexperienced boyhood to her lust swollen labia. Olivia cannot wait to have this
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young Greek god penetrate her sacred place. As she feels the throbbing tip slick with
precum, Olivia thrusts her pelvis toward the boy taking his throbbing member to the hilt.
Christopher moans as millions of nerve endings fire at the same moment. The heat and
moistness are amazing as the tip of his penis grinds against her cervix and his boy seed
cries to be released in her unprotected womb. Christopher begins to thrust deeply again
and again filling Olivia with his member.
Olivia feels the hard athletic boy pounding into her again and again. His pubis thrusting
against her aching clit quickly pushes Olivia past the point of no return.
Nicholas has been fingering Ryan’s rosebud as he watches his best friend lose his
boy/girl virginity to his mother. Nick penetrates his little brother with a finger just as
Christopher enters Olivia. As Olivia begins her orgasm, Nick hears his little brother
moan as he enters him with a second finger. Nick is stretching the boy as he watches his
best friend prepare to seed his mother.
Christopher cries out as a powerful orgasm sweeps over his body. He thrusts his member
powerfully as only a young gymnast can do deeply into Olivia. His potent boy seed
releases explosively just as the tip of his penis pounds her cervix. The power of the thrust
stretches the cervix wide open to receive the boy’s potent semen. Christopher’s young
body explodes again and again until their combined juices are squirting out with each of
his thrusts. Christopher and Olivia are spent.
Michael is watching Nicholas penetrate his brother and he get some lube from the
drawer. Michael begins to lube Nicholas’ aching member. He removes Nick’s fingers
from Ryan’s ass. Michael thoroughly lubes his youngest son filling his sacred place with
lube to ease his brother’s entry.
Michael leads the boys to the bed. He arranges his younger son so that his is perfectly
presented for his older brother’s pleasure. Tyler stands next to Michael with a perfect
view of the brother/brother deflowering that is about to happen. Nicholas is breathing
hard from sexual excitement. Michael and Tyler see the 7” erection throb with each beat
of Nicholas’ heart. Nick kneels behind his little brother. He snuggles Ryan’s neck and
kisses him.
I love you little brother. Nick tells Ryan as his positions his leaking member at the
entrance to his brother’s core.
Nicky…fuck me. Ryan tells him.
Nick thrusts enough for the head of his thick 7” boy cock to penetrate Ryan. Ryan cries
out at the invasion.
Push out buddy, Nick tells Ryan as he begins to penetrate his beautiful 12 year old
brother. Ryan is gasping for breath at the intrusion of his brother’s huge member.
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Olivia tears up as she watches her beautiful sons mate.
Baby bro…I need you. Nicholas tells Ryan. I want to fill you with my hot seed.
Nicholas pushes deeper and deeper listening to Ryan whimper as his brother’s huge cock
takes his virginity. Nick plays with Ryan’s nipples as he pushes the last inch of his
throbbing erection into his brother.
Ryan feels Nick’s pubis pressed against his hips and he knows that his brother has fully
entered him. They stop and Nicholas hugs his brother while the younger boy adjusts to
the intrusion of his brother’s member.
Ry…I want you to turn over so that I can make love to you.
The boys maneuver around until Ryan is on his back with his legs over his big brother’s
shoulder.
Baby bro…you are so hot! Nicholas kisses his little brother passionately as he begins to
thrust his raging member to the young boy’s core. After a few moments, Ryan is
beginning to thrust back as he enjoys the feeling of his brother’s incestuous cock driving
deep inside him.
As they break their kiss, Ryan looks deeply into his brother blue eyes and tells him he
loves him.
Fuck me…Nicky…fuck me. Ryan tells him.
Tyler feels Michael beginning to suck his throbbing erection. While he is enjoying the
intense stimulation, Tyler cannot take his eyes off his new friends making love.
Ry…baby…you are so tight…need to…ohhhhhhh.
Nicholas’ feels the semen building and the deep need to seed his little brother. The idea
of making love to Ryan is so sexy that it is hard to believe that the real thing is 10 times
better than what he imagined it could be.
Nicky feels Ryan grab both of his erect nipples and the pleasure jolt is intense. Ryan
cries our in pleasure as his immature body thrusts against his brother’s abs fighting to
release his seed. Nicholas feels his brother’s hot semen just as he passes the point of no
return.
Oh fuck…gonna explode. Nicky cries out as the first jet of semen fill Ryan’s hot ass.
Nick thrusts again and again uncontrollably trying to release every bit of his seed deep in
his little brother. The boys vaguely hear Tyler cry out as he releases his load in
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Michael’s mouth. Michael is so turned on that his penis erupts spraying Tyler’s legs with
his man seed with out even touching his penis.
Christopher never went soft. His hard cock is still buried deep in Olivia’s sperm filled
vagina. Olivia rolls the boy over and begins to ride his steel hard member. She plays
with his nipples as she grinds her clit against him. In moments the stimulation from
watching her boys mate and Michael suck Tyler begins to push her over the edge. She
pounds Christopher’s cock demanding more of his hot seed.
Chris cries out lifting his hips up off the bed and pounding his boy cock deep in Olivia
again and again as both of them experience explosive orgasms.
Michael suggests that they all need to shower and go to bed.
Can I shower and sleep with you? Ryan asks Christopher. Ryan runs his index finger
down the older boy’s semen and juice covered semi erect penis. Ryan looks up at
Christopher.
It was so hot watching you with Mom. Ryan tells Chris.
Christopher hugs Ryan and kisses the top of his head. I would love to sleep with you.
Ryan and Christopher head off to the shower in the guest bathroom.
Nick takes Tyler in his arms. Nicholas kisses the young boy passionately. Will you sleep
with me? Nick asks Tyler completely forgetting to ask about what was bothering Tyler at
diner.
Tyler nods yes while he worries about how embarrassing it would be to wet the bed while
he is sleeping with Nicholas. They head off to the boys bathroom to shower.
Olivia tells Michael that she really needs a shower. Michael takes her in his strong arms
and holds her close. Michael kisses Olivia deeply and tells her how hot it was watching
her with Christopher. By the time Michael finishes telling her how he feels, Olivia
already knows because she can feel his rock hard manhood. Michael drops to his knees
and gently spreads Olivia’s labia so that his tongue can explore her steaming core.
Michael’s mouth is flooded with Olivia juices and Christopher’s semen. He lays Olivia
back on the edge of the bed so that he can probe her fully and suck every last drop of boy
seed from her.
As Michael is finishing, he can hear Olivia’s nails clawing the sheets and her incessant
moaning. Michael quickly mounts her while nursing on her beautiful breasts. He soon
begins to thrust uncontrollably crying out as he fills her with his man seed.
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Nicholas and Tyler are in the shower. They take turns soaping each other. As Tyler
soaps up Nicholas with his bare fingers, Nicholas moans in pleasure. Tyler feels
Nicholas’ member filling with blood and Tyler drops to his knees as the water cascades
over Nicholas’ beautiful boyhood rinsing the soap away. Tyler pulls Nick’s member
down and begins to lick the head. Nicholas is totally turned on watching this hot 12 year
old kid on his knees sucking his erection. Tyler can only take about half of Nick’s
member as his head bobs up and down. It is more than enough to cause pleasurable
feelings to roar through Nick’s body. Nick is so turned on that it only takes a few
minutes to cause an explosive orgasm. Nick gently holds the young boy’s head as he fills
his mouth with his teen seed.
As Nick’s orgasm subsides, he kisses the boy passionately. He finds that Tyler’s mouth
is still filled with his seed and Nick loves the taste of his own semen. Nicholas picks up
Tyler as if he is a feather and sets him down so that he can towel him off. As Nick
finishes drying off Tyler’s feet and legs, he leans forward and gently kisses the beautiful
12 year old erection. Nick stands and takes Tyler in his arms and carries him to his bed.
Tyler is so turned on that all thoughts of emptying his bladder escape him.
Nicholas lays the beautiful boy on his bed. He kisses Tyler deeply. Nick begins to cover
Tyler’s hot young body with kisses. He stops to nurse on each of Tyler’s tiny erect
nipples. Nick loves feeling the boy squirm as he flicks the nipples with his tongue.
Then there is the sound of giggles as Nick’s hot tongue probes Tyler’s innie belly button.
Nick cannot wait to suck Ty’s hot little boner.
Tyler gasps as Nick engulfs his erection and scrotum completely. Nick’s tongue is
dancing over Tyler’s sensitive member. Tyler is clutching at Nick’s shaggy sandy blond
hair as the pleasure intensifies. The hot little boy’s body is aching for release. His young
testicles ache from the effort of trying to ejaculate even another tiny drop of immature
milky semen. Tyler has drained them. When his orgasm starts his young body convulses
with an almost painful dry orgasm.
Nick cuddles with Tyler loving the feeling of the heat of his post orgasmic young body
against his lean muscled 15 year old body. Nick strokes Tyler’s hair and back until he
feels the exhausted youngster drift off in to a very deep sleep.
After being asleep for about 3 hours, Tyler begins to dream. He awakens next to Nick’s
hot naked body and feels their boners rub together. His bladder is full so he slips out of
bed and goes to the bathroom. He pulls his boner down and aims it at the toilet. Tyler
has to strain to get his stream going. Then he enjoys the satisfying feeling of a good piss.
The stream goes from a trickle to a steady stream. As his bladder begins to empty he
feels commotion around him but cannot understand it.
Nick suddenly feels this wonderful warmth. He must be back in the shower. Suddenly
Nick bolts up in bed and realizes that Tyler is wetting the bed. Without thinking Nick
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uncovers the peeing boy and instantly gets a face full of hot urine. It is then that young
Tyler wakes up.
Tyler feels the cool air as Nick lifts the sheet but not being fully awake he cannot stop
peeing. In moments his bladder is empty but not until Tyler has drenched the bed clothes
and Nicholas with his hot urine. Tyler is horrified. He realized that he has destroyed his
idol’s bed and pissed all over him.
Nick turns on the bedside lamp and that is when Tyler sees the urine dripping off of
Nick’s face. Tyler is inconsolable. He is sobbing uncontrollably. He wants to vanish
from the face of the earth. Not Nick…he can’t have pissed all over Nick…
Nick has never had anyone urinate on him. It is a wild if messy experience.
Michael and Olivia hear the commotion. They rush in to see what is wrong. Michael
goes to his son’s side and tells him to take Tyler to the shower and to comfort him.
Olivia’s hear aches as she watches her beautiful son with urine dripping from his hair lift
Tyler and carry him to the shower. She stops Nick for a moment and strokes Tyler’s hair
in a motherly fashion and gently kisses his forehead.
Tyler it is okay. Nicholas tells him. The boy is still sobbing uncontrollable. Nicholas
carries the sobbing boy into the shower.
Tyler looks up at Nicholas. His eyes are filled with fear and self hate. I know you hate
me…I will just walk home. Tyler explodes in another fit of sobbing.
Nick takes Tyler’s chin and forces him to make eye contact.
Ty…what would convince you that I don’t hate you? The sobbing continues.
Dude…I love you. Nick tells Tyler. Tyler is still crying. I guess there is only one thing
that will convince you that I am not angry. Nicholas tells him.
Tyler looks up quickly. He sees that Nick has his penis in his hand. Tyler cannot believe
his eyes when he sees a powerful arch of golden urine erupt from Nick’s penis. Tyler is
stunned and his mouth drops open as he feels the warmth of the golden stream cascade
through his hair. Nick aims his stream down and hoses down Tyler’s face and mouth.
They young boy coughs in surprise as the warm liquid fills his mouth. Nick continues to
move the stream down the younger boy’s body directing it at Tyler’s penis and scrotum.
It is then that Nick drops his member and hugs Tyler while continuing to piss on him self
and Tyler. Soon the stream of urine is spent.
I guess that makes us even, Nick tells Tyler with a lopsided grin. He hugs the young
boy’s urine covered body against him while he reaches over and turns on the shower.
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After a long hot shower the boys emerge. All of the wet bed clothes have been removed
and thankfully the mattress is dry.
Olivia rushes to Tyler and runs her fingers through his damp hair. She kisses him
sweetly and hugs his naked body. She tells the boys to sleep in the guest room.
Tyler cannot believe the love and kindness. He climbs in bed with Nicholas. Tyler faces
away from Nicholas still worried about what has just happened. Nick gently turns Ty
over and pulls him against his muscular body. Tyler cannot believe that Nick has done
that or that Nick his hard again.
Tyler turns himself around and begins to suck on Nick’s 7” organ. Nick pulls Tyler
around until he can feast on Tyler’s boy boner. It takes a long while but after 30 minutes
both boy’s bodies convulse in orgasm. Tyler only gets a small taste of Nick’s semen and
Nick does not get any of Tyler’s boy essence.
Nick takes Tyler in his arms and kisses him deeply they hold each other until they both
drift off to sleep. Nick last thought before sleep overtakes him is that he will get to have
Tyler in his sleeping bag tomorrow night. He gives the beautiful boy a hug right before
he drifts off to sleep.
Please let me know what you think and do you think I should continue this story. Please
send your comments to mack1137@gmail.com.
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